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ABSTRACT

This study determined how the use of the Co-Teaching Rating Scale (Gately & Gately
2001) could help improve co-teachers performance. The teachers were teaching a
inclusion model of co-teaching, one general education teacher and one special education
teacher teaching in one room. Four teachers at Spry Middle School in Webster, NY were
selected to pilot this study. They completed the Co-Teaching Rating Scale (CtRS) and
set goals based on the results to help improve their co-teaching performance. The
teachers found that in different ways the CtRS was helpful. One pair found it very useful
to reflect on their co-teaching and they changed many aspects of the co-teaching
partnership. The second pair encountered some factors that impeded their progress but
still were able to change one aspect of their co-teaching. The CtRS allowed both pairs to
improve their co-teaching.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

The methods in which special education services have been implemented over the
last few years have drastically changed. With the reauthorization of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) in 1997, schools have been forced to change how
special education services are delivered. IDEA required that each child with a disability
be educated in the least restrictive environment (LRE) which is an environment with
nondisabled children to the maximum extent appropriate (300.550). IDEA also
prohibited the removal of a child with a disability from an age-appropriate regular
classroom solely because of needed modifications in the general curriculum (300.552).
Since then school districts have been trying to meet these requirements through inclusion.
Inclusion is when special education students are included with general education
students. A variety of collaborative structures have emerged to successfully educate
students with special needs in the LRE including collaborative consultation, co-teaching,
peer collaboration and teacher assistance teams which could be implemented indirectly or
directly.
In many school districts a difficult question has been how to best implement an
inclusion model. Becoming quite common is a model where general and special
education teachers work together with their students for at least part of the school day. I
have found in my experience this model for educating students with disabilities in the
general education setting to be very successful at times. This model is frequently titled

co-teaching, collaborative teaching or team teaching, and refers to a classroom where two
teachers, a general educator and a special educator, work together to develop a
differentiated curriculum to meet the needs of a diverse population of students. In this
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setting, teachers share in planning, presentation, evaluation, and classroom management
in an effort to enhance the learning environment for all students.
During my seven years of teaching I have seen and experienced a variety of
models for co-teaching where I have felt both successful and unsuccessful. At frrst, as a
special educator I thought the challenge of co-teaching was that the general educators did
not want to be part of inclusion. I then decided to become a general educator, figuring I
could welcome the teachers and students of special education into my room, but still that
was not the answer. I seemed to be still fighting some of the same battles. As a result,
presently I feel that it is not the special educator or the general educator who are at fault
but it is how the model is constructed that makes or breaks it. Co teaching is not
something that just happens by putting two teachers in a classroom; it is something that
develops over time with a lot of hard work.
More and more I have been hearing about co-taught classrooms that have not
been or are not successful. Usually I seem to only hear or read about those few
successful co-teaching situations but I wonder what it is that makes them successful.
When teachers are put in a co-teaching experience I wonder what they can do to make it
successful for both the teachers and students, believe there is a way to do this, educate all
together, but how can we achieve this? As an educator who believes in inclusive
education my question is, "Does the Co-teaching Rating Scale help improve coteaching?"
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW

Overview

This literature review contains research done on co-teaching. Co-teaching is
defined. The benefits for both teachers and students and concerns of teachers about coteaching are addressed. The eight components that Gately and Gately (200 1) have
determined are necessary for successful co-teaching (interpersonal communication,
physical arrangement, familiarity with curriculum, curriculum goals and modifications,
instructional planning, instructional presentation, classroom management, assessment)
are discussed and supported by other researchers. Each of these components are
addressed at three developmental stages. Also discussed are two more components to
promote effective co-teaching, support of administration and common philosophy. To
help assess the effectiveness of co-teaching Gately and Gately have created a rating scale,
which will be used in this research.
Background

For years educators have been trying to find the best way to meet the needs of
special education students in general education classrooms. A growing body of literature
recommends the teaming or collaborative model of teaching (Boudah, Schumacher, &
Deschler, 1997; Bynak, Whitten, & Dynak, 1997; King-Sears, 1995; Miller & Savage,
1995; Minke, Bear, Beemer, & Griffen, 1996; Pugach & Seidl, 1995; Villa, Thousand &
Chapple 1996; Walther-Thomas, Bryant, & Land 1996) as being one ofthe most
successful strategies a special education teacher and general education teacher can
accomplish this. Bauwens and Hourcade (1995) define cooperative teaching as: "a
restructuring of teaching procedures in which two or more educators possessing distinct
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sets of skills work in a co-active and coordinated fashion to jointly teach academically
and behaviorally heterogeneous groups of students in educationally integrated settings,
that is, in general education classrooms." One example of cooperative teaching is coteaching. This has been defined as the collaboration between general and special
education teachers for all teaching responsibilities of all students assigned to a classroom
(Gately & Gately, 2001.) These teachers share in the instructional planning, instructional
presentation, evaluation and classroom management in an effort to enhance the learning
environment for all students (Gately & Gately, 2001). The essential philosophy
undergirding this arrangement is that all educators are responsible for all students
(Bauwens & Hourcade, 1997). In a well run co-taught classrom teachers work together
to establish an environment that makes it impossible for classroom visitors to identify
special education students and to determine who is the special education teacher and who
is the general education teacher.
Benefits
Research has shown many benefits for all students in an ideal co-taught
classroom. It is like taking the best of two worlds, special education and general
education, and putting them together to make an even better world. One major benefit
for special education students is it helps co-teachers avoid unintentionally stigmatizing
students with identified needs; all students are seen as individuals (Walther-Thomas,
1997). In one study based on co-taught classrooms, students who were labeled lost these
labels and their feelings and attitudes about themselves and others were found to be more
positive (Walther-Thomas, 1997). More specifically, special education students also saw
themselves as capable learners, they were more motivated, and their attendance
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increased, enhancing academic performance (Walther-Thomas, 1997). Students in special
education improved social skills, became less critical and less defiant, learned appropriate
classroom behaviors from their peers, and had a strong desire to fit it the general
education classroom (Walther-Thomas, 1997). Students were also able to develop
stronger peer relationships and form friendships in the classroom that transferred to more
participation in school activities (Walther-Thomas, 1997). General education students
also benefitted from a co-taught classroom. While low achieving students did better in a
co-taught classroom by receiving additional attention (Walther-Thomas, 1997) and the
support of a special education teacher, general education students also received more
individualized attention and teacher time due to reduced student-teacher ratio (Austin,
2001). A co-taught classroom setting benefits both special and general education
students in many of the same ways. It allows students to interact with a variety of
educators who bring differing styles, personalities and skills to a learning environment
(Bauwens & Hourcade, 2001). With two adults to monitor and give students immediate
feedback, it provides all with greater opportunities to reach their fullest potential
(Bauwens & Hourcade, 2001). Various instructional procedures that have been proven
effective are emphasized in settings with diverse learners (Walther-Thomas, 1997). They
create an active learning environment (Walther-Thomas, 1997) that benefits many
students. In research conducted by Walther-Thomas ( 1997) it has been said that 1. A cotaught classroom has a family like feeling, 2. There is a sense of community, and 3.
There are more opportunities for caring and being cared about. All this benefits the
educational performance of all students involved.
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Not only do the students benefit from a co-taught classroom but the teachers also
do. It allows educators an opportunity to pool their individual strengths and talents to
enhance learning of all students (Bauwens & Hourcade, 2001 ). It provides increased
opportunities for teachers to monitor student progress, provide individual assistance,
conduct student conferences, and provide enrichment, reteaching and guided practice
activities (Walther-Thomas, 1997). Teachers involved in collaborative partnerships often
report increased feelings of self worth, renewal, partnership and creativity (Gately &
Gately, 2001). They also reported high levels of professional satisfaction, they felt they
were "on the right path" and their effort was paying off (Walther-Thomas, 1997). It also
gave them ongoing opportunities to share their unique knowledge base and professional
skills which allowed many to explore new ideas, explore new content areas and to expand
their professional skills repertoires (Walther-Thomas, 1997). Teaching is often
considered a "lonely profession" but with co-teaching the profession is very different.
Co-teaching promotes conversation and moral support letting each teacher know that
someone else is concerned about and committed to similar things (Walther-Thomas,
1997). Teachers have said, "it is wonderful to have a partner to bounce ideas off who
really understands the kids" and, "we learn so much from each other" (Vaughn, 1997).
Concerns

Although much research supports and finds co-teaching to have many benefits
there are also some concerns to address. There were many concerns addressed by
teachers in the research. Co-teaching is not easy and there are many things to consider
when embarking on this journey of co-teaching. Educators are often unsure of how best
to take advantage of the arrangement because they have never experienced it as either
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students or teachers (Bauwens & Hourcade, 2001). Teachers need staff development
opportunities to learn about co-teaching and they are not always offered those
opportunities. Co-teachers require common planning time. Students' schedules need to
be built to fit the needs the program. Each special education teacher should have an
appropriate caseload. The program needs to have administrative support to be successful
(Walther-Thomas, 1997). Without these factors in place, co-teaching becomes very
difficult if not impossible. In numerous situations, co-teaching is not a choice; but is
instead forced on teachers due to schedule or administration needs. Often students with
special needs are clustered in the schedule because a special educator can only be so
many places at once. Consequently, a class may be half students with special needs
(which is not the idea of inclusion) and can cause much frustration for all teachers and
students. Not only are there concerns on the logistical level but also on a personal level.
Teachers need to deal with their own personal insecurities. Co-teachers share their
expertise in many areas but they also share their weaknesses. Many people are not
comfortable with someone seeing those weaknesses or failures. Having two teachers in
one room involves taking many risks and many people do not fmd that easy. Having
another person in the room also may make a teacher feel more self-conscious and less
spontaneous at first, which is very different from having just one teacher in the room.
Not only do co-teachers have to develop a relationship with each other but inclusion often
involves working with many others. For example, co-teachers may need to interact with
a teacher assistant, speech therapist, school psychologist, physical therapist, occupational
therapist or any other support staff. Dealing with these logistical and personal concerns
can require a great deal of work. Many teachers believe that they have never worked
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harder in their professional careers than they had since implementing co-teaching and
related inclusive programming (Walther-Thomas, 1997).
Components ofSuccessful Co-teaching
The benefits surpass the concerns of co-teaching by far and in the end a successful
co-teaching experience benefits all involved, but as stated previously, it requires a great
deal of work. Research has identified many components for successful co-teaching,
including interpersonal communication, physical arrangement, familiarity with
curriculum, curriculum goals and modifications, instructional planning, instructional
presentation, classroom management, assessment, support of administration and common
philosophy. Implementing inclusion through co-teaching does not just happen by putting
two teachers in one room; it needs to be well planned. To ensure appropriate learning
experiences for students with disabilities in general education environments, program
planning cannot be left to chance. Deliberate and thoughtful planning efforts must take
place (Walther-Thomas, Bryant, Land, 1996).
Co-teaching is a developmental process that has stages which co-teachers
progress through. Gately and Gately (200 1) have identified three developmental stages
in the co-teaching process: the beginning stage, the compromising stage, and the
collaborative stage. They found that teachers demonstrate varying degrees of interaction
and collaboration at each stage in the co-teaching process. Gately and Gately (200 1)
define these three broad stages.
•
•
•

Beginning stage - guarded, careful communication
Compromising stage - a give and take communication, with a sense of having to
"give up" to "get"
Collaborative stage - open communication and interaction - mutual admiration

More complete definitions for each of the broad stages can be found in Table 1.
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Beginning Stage
At the beginning level of co-teaching, teachers communicate superficially, as they
develop a sense of boundaries and attempt to establish a professional working
relationship. Moving from social relationship to a professional relationship with a
colleague may be difficult for some pairs ofteachers. Some general educators may feel
uncomfortable, detached, and excluded. At the beginning stage teachers may tread more
slowly as they work to determine role expectations. Communication may be polite,
guarded, and infrequent. Unless there is a clear sense of the developmental process and
the goal of collaboration is a mutual one, teachers may get "stuck" at this level. It may be
that much of the dissatisfaction that is noted in the literature regarding co-teaching is
expressed by teachers who continue to interact at the beginning level.

Compromising Stage
Teachers who have adequate work relationships display more open and interactive
communication. An increase in professional communication is evident. Although
students benefit from this increase in communication, a sense of "give and take" and
compromise pervades at this level. The special education teacher may be taking a more
active role in the classroom teaching but, in doing so, may have had to "give" up
something in return. The compromises at this stage help the co-teachers to build a level
of trust that is necessary for them to move to a more collaborative partnership. Open and
honest "give and take" is the essence of the second stage.

Collaborative Stage
At the collaborative level, teachers openly communicate and interact.
Communication, humor, and a high degree of comfort punctuate the co-teaching,
collaborative classroom. Teachers, students, and even visitors experience this high level
of comfort. The two teachers work together and complement each other. At this stage, it
is often difficult for outsiders to discern which teacher is the special educator and which
is the general educator.
Table 1

Gately and Gately 2001

Interpersonal Communication.

The most important factor in the success of any collaborative endeavor is open
and frequent communication (Bruneau-Balderrama, 1997). The blending of personalities
and teaching styles is likely to have a great impact on program success, teacher
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satisfaction and program continuance (Fennick, 2001). Co-teachers must become
familiar with each other's professional skills including instructional strengths,
weaknesses, interests and attitudes (Walther-Thomas, Bryant, Land, 1996).
Communication that is open and easy is more likely to lead to fruitful interactions. Both
teachers will have to engage in constant communication, remain flexible and retain a
sense of humor (Bruneau-Balderrama, 1997). Effective co-teachers are not only open but
also confident and eager to try new ideas (Walther-Thomas, Bryant, Land, 1996). Coteachers must communicate not only with each other but also with those service providers
honestly and frequently and remain flexible about how and when the services are
provided (Bruneau-Balderrama, 1997). Shared commitment and enthusiasm for the
process are vital parts of co-teaching (Bauwens & Haurcade, 1995; Friend & Cook 1992).
In Table 2, Gately and Gately (200 1) examine interpersonal communication in terms of

the three levels.
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Beginning Stage

Compromising Stage

Collaborative Stage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
Table 2

Interpersonal Communication
Teachers treat each other in a guarded manner.
Teachers seek to correctly interpret verbal and non-verbal
messages.
Possible lack of openness
Possible clash of communication styles
Possible dissatisfaction, stated or unstated
More open and interactive
Increase in amount of communication
Teachers begin to give and take ideas .
Teachers develop respect for a different communication
style.
Increased appreciation of humor in classroom situations
Increase of own humor in communication
Effective use of verbal, non-verbal, and social skills
Teachers use more nonverbal communication.
Development of specific signals to communicate ideas
Positive role models of effective communication skills for
students (students need to develop more effective social
interactive skills)
Teachers model effective ways to communicate and solve
problems.
Effective communication between co-teachers is
demonstrated.
Gately and Gately 200 1

Physical Arrangement.

Co-teachers need to come to some kind of agreement on the physical arrangement
of the classroom: the placement and arrangements of materials, students, and teachers
(Gately & Gately, 2001). Things should not seem separate, like yours and mine but
rather "ours." Both teachers need to feel comfortable to take center stage. Gately and
Gately 2001 said teachers need to be fluid in their positioning in the classroom. Both
teachers control space and are cognizant of each other's position in the room. Much like
a doubles team in tennis, when one teacher moves to the left of the room, the other moves
more to the middle of the room so that the classroom is always effectively "covered."
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The fluid movement becomes unplanned and natural in the collaborative co-taught
classroom. Space is truly jointly owned. In Table 3, Gately and Gately (200 1) examine
physical arrangement in terms of the three levels.

Beginning Stage

Compromising Stage

Collaborative Stage

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
Table 3

Physical Arrangement
May convey separateness
Students with disabilities sit together or close to one another.
Little ownership of materials or space by special educators
Special educator does not feel free to access or share
materials (asks permission).
Special educator brings own materials.
In assigning space, the general educator may allot the special
educator a place or a desk.
Special educator elects to choose a separate space, e.g. back
ofthe room.
Feels like "a classroom within a classroom"
More movement and shared space
Materials are shared
Territoriality becomes evident
Special educators move freely throughout the room, but rarely
takes center stage.
Students' seating arrangements become intentionally
interspersed through the classroom for whole group lessons
All students participate in cooperative grouping assignments.
Teachers are more fluid in their positioning in the classroom.
Both teachers control space and are aware of each other' s
position in the room.
The classroom is always effectively "covered."
Fluid movement is planned and natural in a collaboratively
taught class.
Gately and Gately 2001

Familiarity with Curriculum.

Becoming competent and confident in the general education curriculum is an
important piece of co-teaching. The special educators do not need to become an expert in
the curriculum but they do need to develop an understanding of the curriculum and its
scope and sequence (Gately & Gately 2001). In Table 4, Gately and Gately (2001 )
examine physical arrangement in terms of the three levels.
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Beginning Stage

•
•
•
•

Compromising Stage

•
•
•
•

Collaborative Stage

Table 4

Familiarity with Curriculum
Special educator may be unfamiliar with the content or
methodology used by the general education teacher.
Lack of knowledge creates lack of confidence
General educator may have limited confidence in the special
educator, and does not want to "give over the chalk."
A lack of confidence by the general educator towards the
special educator makes it difficult for the special educator to
suggest modifications.
Special educator grows in confidence when engaging in the
curriculum.
General educator is more accepting of suggestions by special
educator.
General educator grows in willingness to modify the
curriculum and share in planning and teaching.
Both teachers appreciate their partner's specific curriculum
competencies.
Gately and Gately 2001

Curriculum Goals and Modifications.
True collaboration should result in a transformation of curricula and instruction
consistent with research-based best practices (Bauwens & Hourcade, 2001). Together the
co-teachers should restructure the curriculum with common experiences, activities and
simulations as well as modifications for reading, writing, math and oral language for all
students (Fennick, 2001). Co-teachers need to become familiar with the curriculum,
decide on the essential learnings, and create differentiated activities to help students gain
an understanding of the essentialleamings. By creating a curriculum supported by
appropriate accommodations to allow students to experience important activities
(Pennick, 2001 ), both teachers begin to differentiate concepts that all students must know
(big ideas) from concepts that most students should know (essential knowledge) (Gately
and Gately 200 l ). They also stated differentiation allows for modifications of content,
activities, homework assignments, and tests to become the norm for students who require
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them. In Table 5, Gately and Gately (200 1) examine curricular goals and modifications in
terms of the three levels.

Beginning Stage

•
•
•
•

Compromising Stage

Collaborative Stage

Table 5

•
•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum Goals and Modifications
Textbooks and standards drive programs .
Goals are test-driven .
Modifications and accommodations are restricted to students
with IEP's.
Special educator is viewed as a "helper."
Little interaction takes place between teachers at this stage .
Need for additional modifications and accommodations are
observed and discussed, particularly for students with more
''visible" or "evident" special needs.
General educators interpret their acceptance of modifications
as "giving up" or "watering down the curriculum.
Some teachers may still not appreciate that some students
need modifications.
Both teachers differentiate concepts that all students must
know from concepts that students should know.
From this differentiation, modifications of content, activities,
homework assignments, and tests become the norm for
students who require them.
Gately and Gately 2001

Instructional Planning.

Common planning time is imperative if teachers are to become truly collaborative
(Gately & Gately, 2001 ). Planning sessions are necessary both before co-teaching occurs
and throughout its implementation (Bauwens & Hourcade, 2001). All members ofthe
co-teaching team must schedule and attend regular meetings (Bauwens & Hourcade,
2001 ). Planning sessions need to be viewed as top priority by both teachers, co-teachers
must not allow other responsibilities to interfere with the planning session (WaltherThomas, Bryant, Land, 1996). Studying co-teachers over time, Walther-Thomas ( 1995)
found that five planning themes emerged among co-teachers who considered themselves
to be effective co-planners. First, skilled co-planners trust the professional skills of their
partners. The underlying confidence in their partners' skills will enable them to work
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through problems that emerge as relationships develop. Secondly, effective co-planners
design learning environments for their students and for themselves that demand active
involvement. Thirdly, effective co-planners create learning and teaching environments in
which each partner's contributions are valued resulting in classroom roles and
responsibilities. Fourthly, effective co-planners develop effective routines to facilitate
their planning. As routines develop, more in-depth planning can take place during work
sessions. Finally, co-planners become more productive, comfortable, and creative over
time. Although co-teachers acknowledge that the amount of time they spend planning
does not decrease, the quality of classroom instruction improves.
During planning sessions, special and general educators need to share equitably in
the tasks of lesson planning (Welch, 2000). Co-teachers should shape their instructional
plans, establish timelines and priorities, assign preparation tasks and address specific
areas of concern as they review students' classroom performance, assessment information
and IEP goals (Walther-Thomas, Bryant, Land, 1996). Scheduled mutual planning time
can also be used to incorporate information about individual students' needs into
curriculum decisions, lesson planning, evaluation of progress and behavioral
management (Fennick, 2001). Ongoing team planning helps maintain balance and equity
in co-teaching relationships and facilitate effective communication, team problem solving
and progress monitoring (Walther-Thomas, Bryant, Land, 1996). In Table 6, Gately and
Gately (2001 ) examine instructional planning in terms ofthe three levels.
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Beginning Stage

•

•
•
•
Compromising Stage
Collaborative Stage

•
•
•
•
•

Table 6

•

Instructional Planning
Often two types of service delivery are initially observed,
related to two distinct separate curriculum being taught
within the classroom to individuals or small group of
students.
Separate curriculum do not parallel each other and do not
lend themselves to occasional large group instruction.
Special educator is cast as an "assistant."
Shared planning time is essential. Without it, the special
educator does not know how the lessons organized and how
it will proceed.
More give and take is evident in the planning.
More planning is shared.
Planning is ongoing and shared .
Teachers continually plan outside of the classroom, as well
as during the instructional lesson.
Comfort level exhibited as "on the spot" change occurs in
order to accommodate learners who may be struggling with
the concept presented.
Sharing of ideas becomes the norm.
Gately and Gately 200 1

Classroom Management.

Classroom teachers need time to participate in decisions arotmd classroom
routines they can both support and ensue. Gately and Gately (200 1) have found that
effective classroom management involves two major components: relationships and
structure. Classroom management involves community building and relationship
building as well as a structured environment of rules and routines to help structure the
learning environment. Teachers need to have clear expectations about student behavior,
which are consistently enforced. With two teachers in one classroom, both must
understand their roles and the rules of the classroom. An effective classroom manager
appreciates how both components contribute to an efficiently run classroom. In Table 7,
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Gately and Gately (2001) examine curriculum goals and modifications in terms of the
three levels.

Beginning Stage

Compromising Stage

Collaborative Stage

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
Table 7

Classroom Management
Special educator sometimes assumes the role of behavior
manager, so the other teacher can "teach." This undermines
the role of the special educator.
The general educator may still assume the role of "chief
behavior manager."
More communication
Mutual development of roles and routines for the classroom
May be some discussion (and resistance) to individual
behavior plans in favor of group management
May be some resistance to individualizing behavior
expectations
Teachers develop a common management system that
benefits all students.
Rules, routines and expectations are mutually developed
Individual behavior plans are common.
May include contracts; rewards, reinforces - as well as
community building.
Gately and Gately 2001

Assessment.

According to Gately and Gately (200 1), assessment in a co-taught classroom
involves developing systems for evaluating individual students, and adjusting standards
and expectations for performance to meet individual needs, while maintaining course
integrity. Both teachers must use a variety of options when assessing students' progress.
This may involve individualizing grading procedures for all students, monitoring specific
progress, and the use of both objective and subjective assessments. Both teachers need to
consider ways to integrate the students' IEP goals and objectives on an ongoing basis. In
Table 8, Gately and Gately (200 1) examine assessment in terms of the three levels.
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Beginning Stage

Compromising Stage

Collaborative Stage

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Table 8

Assessment
Two separate grading systems, each separately maintained by
two teachers
Sometimes one grading system exclusively managed by the
general education
Measures for evaluation tend to be objective in nature and
solely examine the students knowledge of content.
Two teachers begin to explore to alternative assessment ideas
Teachers discuss how to effectively capture student' s
progress.
Number and quality of measures change, with more
performance measures used.
Both teachers appreciate the need for a variety of options
when assessing student progress.
May include individualization of grading procedures for all
students, specific progress monitoring and use of objective
and subjective standards for grading.
Both teachers consider ways to integrate the goals and
objectives written into student IEPs.
Gately and Gately 200 1

Instructional Presentation.

Co-teaching can be implemented in many ways. Cook and Friend (1996) describe
five variations of co-teaching. One Teach, One Assist is a technique in which one teacher
takes an instructional lead and teaches the content while the other moves about the room
observing and assisting students as they respond to information and engage in work.
Teachers decide in advance what type of information they desire to know, and analyze
this data together after class. This helps provide a systematic observation/data collection
system. It gives the teachers an opportunity to switch roles, give peer feedback to each
other and allows them to gauge student engagement and learning. This model facilitates
individual student assistance and maximizes opportunities for student learning. Friend
and Cook noted that a potential danger of the One teach, One Assist technique is it may
evolve into fixed (unequal) roles. Station Teaching involves teachers dividing content
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and students. Each teacher then teaches the content to one group and subsequently
repeats the instruction for the other group. If appropriate, a third station could give
students an opportunity to work independently. This provides an active learning format,
encourages cooperative learning and independence, and allows for strategic grouping. It
increases small group attention and may create options for student choices, while
requiring both group and independent work skills from students. It also requires teachers
to carefully plan and prepare to monitor several areas simultaneously. In Parallel
Teaching, both teachers jointly plan the instruction but divide the class into two
heterogeneous halves, each taking responsibility for working with one half of the class.
This encourages student responses and student competition. It helps students to see
teachers as equal. It also reduces student-teacher ratio for group instruction. Many
teachers have found it good for review. Some disadvantages of Parallel Teaching could
be trying to coordinate in respect to time, noise level in needs to be considered in order to
co-exist in the classroom, and it may encourage teacher competition. In Alternative
Teaching, one teacher takes responsibility for the large group, while the other works with
a smaller group able to provide instruction in the form of preteaching, guided practice, or
review to a smaller group of students. This facilitates enrichment opportunities, offers
time to develop missing skills and allows student catch up time. Teachers need to be sure
not to select the same low-achieving students for help. This model may create a
segregated learning environment and single-out students. Team Teaching is when both
teachers actively deliver the same information at the same time. It is a very fluid
approach to teaching that requires both teachers to be synchronized, but also somewhat
spontaneous in delivery. This helps to create a dynamic classroom where multiple
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interpretations are encouraged and acknowledged. The teachers model listening,
speaking, and working collaboratively in a partnership. It provides multiple opportunities
for presenting information by encompassing varying approaches. Teachers need to
prepare information together and not over rely on each other. All five variations of coteaching can be intermixed and used through out the year depending on the teachers '
comfort level.
Instructional presentation should be shared between two teacher who jointly plan
and present the targeted academic subject content to all students as clearly and concisely
as possible (Bauwens & Hourcade, 1997). This should be done with both teachers
participating in the presentation ofthe lesson, providing instruction, and structuring the
learning activities. The "chalk" should pass freely between the teachers, because both are
engaged in the presentation and activities. Students should be able to address questions
and discuss concerns with both teachers (Gately & Gately, 2001). In Table 9, Gately and
Gately (2001) examine instructional presentation in terms ofthe three levels.

Beginning Stage

Compromising Stage

•
•
•
•

•
Collaborative Stage

•
•
•

Table 9

Instructional Presentation
Teachers often may present separate lessons .
One teacher looks like ''the boss" who ''holds the chalk," and
the other look like "second fiddle."
Lessons structuring and presentation are shared
Both teachers may direct some of the activities in the
classroom.
Special educator may offer mini-lessons that clarify
strategies that students could use.
Both teachers participate in the presentation of the lesson,
provide instruction, and structure learning activities.
The chalk (or other materials) passes freely between the
teachers, because both are engaged in presentation and
activities.
Students address questions and discuss concerns with both
teachers.
Gately and Gately 2001
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Co-teaching Rating Scale.
To examine the effectiveness of co-teaching Gately and Gately (200 1) created a
Co-teaching Rating Scale (Appendix A.) This informal instrument helps co-teachers self
assess their partnership based on the previous eight components (interpersonal
communication, physical arrangement, familiarity with curriculum, curriculum goals and
modifications, instructional planning, instructional presentation, classroom management,
assessment.) Each teacher completes the CtRS. The values from the CtRS are totaled by
component (Appendix C) and plotted on the CtRS profile (Appendix D.) The profile
shows at which stage each feels they are in with each component. This will help teachers
determine which components contribute to their success and which components they may
need to focus on that need improvement. From this information teachers can then set
goals and develop a plan to make their partnership more effective.
Common Philosophy.
When two teachers are co-teaching they need to have a common philosophy about
education and co-teaching. The common philosophy about co-teaching should be that
educating students with learning problems must be a shared responsibility "all educators
share responsibility for all students" (Bauwens & Hourcade, pg 48). If the co-teachers
are not working together on this then they will be working against each other and the
students will notice. In one successful classroom the students with IEP ' s were no longer
singled out because they were involved with all class activities and because they were
working with everyone, the teachers had the philosophy of "we not just me" (Bauwens &
Hourcade, 2001). The essential philosophy undergirding a co-teaching arrangement is
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that all educators are responsible for all students. The presence of two educators in the
classroom should result in a significant reformation of the classroom instruction not
simply more of the same. There is an old saying, "if you always do what you have
always done you will always get what you have always gotten," this is true when
educating students with special needs in a general education classroom. Most were not
successful in a general education setting so they were removed and labeled and now it is
the job of the co-teachers to change that setting to allow all students to be successful.
Administrative Support.
Schools need to establish a new professional culture capable of responding more
effectively to the rapidly changing needs of contemporary United States school system
(Bauwens & Hourcade, 1997). Administrative support is key to the success of inclusion
and co-teaching and to an atmosphere of acceptance in any school (Fennick, 2001;
Austin, 200 l; Walther-Thomas, Bryant, Land, 1996). Administrative leadership ensures
better implementation by securing resources needed to prepare staff members for new
roles and responsibilities (Walther-Thomas, Bryant, Land, 1996). Staff development
opportunities need to be continually offered for all staff involved in co-teaching. Most
teachers have not learned about this model or experienced this type of model of teaching
and they need ongoing support to make is successful. Administrators need to provide this
support through staff development and dissemination of information about co-teaching
(Bauwens & Hourcade, 2001 ). Administrative support is essential to the lasting success
of inclusive education programs (Walther-Thomas, Bryant, Land, 1996).
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Conclusion
If implemented correctly, co-teaching can be the optimal in meeting the needs of
all students both special and general education. With the passing of IDEA 1997 schools
should consider this as an option to meet the needs of students. Through this qualitative
research project, I hope to examine teachers implementing the co-teaching model
currently and help them form and achieve their goals in regards to improving instruction
in a co-taught classroom.
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CHAPTER 3 -METHODOLOGY

Setting

In this study I wanted to see if I could help co-teachers become more effective in
their classrooms. I selected two pairs of co-teachers in a middle school. The suburban
school has approximately 1,000 students in grades 6-8. The school is set up with 10
special education teachers who co-teach in general education classrooms.
Subjects
Pair 1, Babs and Dorothy, have been co-teaching 8th grade math for four years.
Babs is the general education math teacher and Dorothy is the special education teacher.
This year they teach two classes together and plan every other day for 80 minutes. Babs
has been teaching math for seven years, and six of them have involved co-teaching.
Dorothy has been teaching fourteen years with five of them involving co-teaching. Not
only does Dorothy co-teach math with Babs this year she also co-teaches an English class
and teaches two reading classes. Babs has two other math 8 classes and one accelerated
math 8 class.
Pair 2, Josie and Sue, are in their first year of co-teaching gth grade English but
both have previous experience with co-teaching. Josie is the general education English
teacher and Sue is the special education teacher. They teach two classes together and
plan 40 minutes every other day. Josie has been teaching for four years in which she bas
taught all content areas at the middle school level. She has co-taught all her classes until
this year where she is only co-teaching two classes. This is Sue's first full time special
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education teacher position. She was a teachers assistant for two years, where she cotaught, and she did one year of subbing after that.

Data Gathering (beginning)
I gave each pair of teachers the Co-teaching Rating Scale (CtRS). There are two
forms to this CtRS (Appendix A,) one form has 24 questions for the general education
teacher and the other has 24 questions for the special education teacher. Each form asks
similar questions. Babs and Josie responded to the questions on the general education
teacher format and Sue and Dorothy responded to the questions on the special education
teacher format. Each teacher completed his or her form independently. Teachers
responded to statements that described their viewpoint with either "rarely," "sometimes"
or "usually." This scale allowed the co-teachers to self-evaluate themselves on the eight
components of successful co-teaching: interpersonal communication, physical
arrangement, familiarity with curriculum, curriculum goals and modifications,
instructional planning, instructional presentation, classroom management, and
assessment. This will give me information about how each teacher sees the weaknesses
and strengths of their co-teaching partnership. It will determine at which stage,
beginning, compromising or collaborating, the teachers are for each component. This
allowed me to compare how each teacher saw the co-teaching partnership and what they
needed to work on to be more effective.
I also observed the pairs co-teaching and planning. I scheduled a time to observe
one class and one planning session for each pair and left time to schedule observations if
needed. During the observations I took field notes about what I saw in reference to the
eight components and the variations of co-teaching; One Assist/One Teach, Parallel
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Teaching, Team Teaching, Station Teaching and Alternative Teaching (Appendix D.) To
help take more detailed field notes I video taped the observations and played them back
so I could add to my notes. Both the observation and videotape allowed me to see the
pairs in action. I was able to find examples to support the survey results and some other
things that the co-teachers were not aware of.

Date Analysis
The CtRS has questions based on each component of co-teaching. After the
teachers have completed them I looked at the questions based on each component. I was
then able to determine at which developmental stage each pair was at in the co-teaching
process. I was also able to determine the strengths and weaknesses of each pair based on
the CtRS and observations. From this information I developed a profile for the coteachers. This profile included which stages the teacher were at and their strengths and
weaknesses. I then met with the teachers and shared these profiles. Based on this
information, I helped the teachers decide what they felt they could do to make their coteaching more effective. We then developed an action plan to help them reach their
goals. I audio taped the meetings so I could reflect later and add to my field notes from
the meetings.

Data Gathering (end)
After teachers implemented the action plan I observed and took field notes of
them co-teaching and planning again. I videotaped the observations, which helped add to
my field notes. I was looking for any changes and how they were doing in relation to
their goals.
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I met with the teachers and discussed the action plan, my observations and their
goals. We discussed their thoughts, feelings and then modified the plan or created a new
plan to keep the process going. This meeting was also audio taped so I could reflect and
add to my field notes.
I then created a feedback form for the teachers to complete and reflect on the
process. I was then able to compare the results from the first rating scale and the
feedback to see if the pair felt they moved into a different developmental stage in the coteaching process.
Final Analysis

Comparing my field notes and CtRS from the beginning to my field notes and
feedback form after the action plan I was able to determine if the CtRS helped improve
co-teaching.
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CHAPTER 4

- RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Does the Co-teaching Rating Scale (CtRS) help improve co-teaching?
The CtRS can help improve co-teaching. There are different aspects to be learned
from the process of using the CtRS. Below I will discuss what the results were when I
administered the CtRS, the reactions of the teachers when they were presented with the
results and overall how the CtRS helped improve co-teaching.

Giving the CtRS
When I first gave the co-teaching rating scale to the teachers I was not sure what
to expect. The reaction of one of the teachers was very interesting. Immediately upon
receiving the scale, Babs asked, "Will Dorothy see what I write?" She was concerned
about the confidentiality of the information I was collecting. This made me think about
honesty as part of the CtRS. If a co-teacher rated what they thought the other teacher
would rate them instead of what they truly thought, the results would be drastically
different. It is imperative that teachers using the scale be as honest as possible for the
scale to help them improve their co-teaching. Dorothy even said " it helped her to be
more upfront about what I (she) needed as a co-teacher." I felt that both co-teaching
pairs completed the rating scale honestly which helped to set the groundwork for
improvements.
After the teachers completed the CtRS and returned them to me (Appendix E ),
one teacher had an interesting discovery. Babs said that filling it out made her think
about some things she had not considered before. She said "I really never thought about
that before" in reference to behavior management. It actually made Babs mad. She felt
there was an unequal balance in this area between the two of them that she really had not
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realized before. She was upset and felt that she was doing too much. I think it was good
that it encouraged her think to of things she had not considered before. This became
positive for them in the end. Babs said "being forced to look critically at what we do"
was one of the most helpful parts ofthe survey.
The CtRS allowed the co-teachers to share what they were seeing in the coteaching experience. The results lead me to believe that the general educator and special
educator did not see the classroom in the same way. After completing the profiles I
found there were some discrepancies in a few of the components for Babs and Dorothy
(Appendix F.) For classroom management, Babs rated them in the beginning stage but
Dorothy felt they were in the collaborating stage. In assessment, instructional
presentation, interpersonal communication, and familiarity of the curriculum Babs felt
they were in the compromising and Dorothy rated them in the collaborating stage. I also
found some discrepancies in a few components for Josie and Sue (Appendix G.) For
physical arrangement Sue rated them in the collaborating stage but Josie rated them at the
beginning stage. There were also discrepancies in where they saw themselves in
familiarity with curriculum, instructional planning and instructional presentation, Josie
rated them beginning and Sue rated them compromising.
With both of the pairs there was a general pattern to the differences in ratings; the
special educator seemed to rate the different components more towards collaborating than
the general education teacher. Twondered if this would be true of other co-teachers. I
gave the CtRS to three other pairs of co-teachers and I did not get the same results
(Appendix H.) With these pairs the ratings of both the special educator and the general
educator were very close aligned. This made me wonder why, with the two pairs I
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selected for this project, there were such discrepancies. This made me somewhat
concerned about sharing the results with them.

In preparing to meet with the co-teaching pairs, I familiarized myself with each
component and the specific aspects of the rating scale. My goal was to share the coteaching rating scale profile and be prepared to discuss details about each component. I
went through the rating scale and listed what each question was asking for, according to
the components. My fmdings are listed in the table below:

Component
Interpersonal
Communication
Physical Arrangement

Familiarity with
Curriculum

Curriculum Goals and
Modifications
Instructional Planning

Instructional
Presentation
Classroom
Management
Assessment

Table 10

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Specific Aspects of CtRS
Non-verbal cues
Humor
Openness and honesty
Move freely
Shared materials
Fluid positioning
Special education teacher' s knowledge of the curriculum
Special education teacher familiarity with methods and
materials
Confidence in special education teacher
Agreement on goals
Full incorporation of modifications and goals
Student centered activities
Planning can be spontaneous (changes during lesson)
Shared responsibility
Time for planning
Special education teacher often teaches
Chalk passes freely
Student accept both teachers as equals
Rules and routines developed jointly
Variety of classroom management techniques used
Behavior management is shared
Many measures used for grading
Test modifications are common
IEP goals part of grading system
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Knowing this allowed me to specifically share with the co-teachers what information
could be gleaned from the rating scale. With this, as my focus, I met with each pair to
discuss the co-teaching rating scale profile. My goal was to see how we could use the
information from the CtRS to help them improve their co-teaching relationship.
Meeting with the Co-Teachers
Babs and Dorothy.

Babs and Dorothy were very curious about why they had such discrepancies in
some of the components (Appendix F.) They were very open and honest with each other
and seemed to feel comfortable in the discussion. They both seemed to want to discuss
the discrepancies and improve. One thing they discussed was why they thought they saw
things differently. They felt it was based on their past experiences with co-teaching.
They both came from very different teaching positions, co-teaching experiences and
training. They each shared their experiences, comparing them, and this lead them to
discuss exactly what they thought co-teaching was together, developing a common
definition.
They then discussed the component where they had the largest discrepancy,
classroom management. They both felt the kids were on task and their behavior was
managed. They then asked me to clarify what the rating scale specifically asked. I
explained that it comprises several aspects: if rules and routines had been developed
jointly, the variety of classroom management techniques used and if behavior
management was shared. This led them to discuss that perhaps due to their different
personalities they saw how the classroom was managed differently. This is when I think
the tremendous breakthrough occurred for this pair. Babs said, "Maybe I need to give up
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some control." She had realized that Dorothy had not been part of many decisions made
in reference to classroom management. Dorothy then admitted she had just been "trying
to do it Babs' way." They realized that Dorothy did not have any part in developing
many ofthe aspects dealing with classroom management (ex. rules and routines). Babs
had just always taken care ofthem. I think this was a big breakthrough in their coteaching relationship because they realized what they had been doing could be improved
and they were able to share that with each other honestly. Babs needed to "give up some
control" and Dorothy needed to "not worry about doing it Babs' way all the time." They
needed to move from you and me to us. They set several goals for improvement in this
area: jointly develop the course expectation sheet, set up the classroom together, and have
Dorothy' s desk in the classroom where they co-teach.
They then decided to talk about assessment. They were between the beginning
and compromising stages for this component their lowest. I shared with them that
assessment looked at how many measures were used for grading, if test modifications
were common and if IEP goals were part of grading system. They decided that they were
going to work more on IEP goals. Dorothy gave Babs the IEP's at the beginning of the
year but Babs admited she had not looked at them since, and she assumed Dorothy was
making sure they were covered. Babs suggested that they take time during a planning
session to incorporate them into their lessons and grading system, and Dorothy agreed. I
think this was a positive step because it helped Babs realize one aspect of Dorothy's job
she had not done before and this will definitely benefit the students. Babs and Dorothy
agreed to look at the goals and plan a differentiated unit based on some of them. They
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also agreed that this is something they will need to do at the beginning of next year - sit
down and discuss the IEP's and plan units based on them.
Josie and Sue.

When I had a meeting with Josie and Sue about their CtRS profile the results were
slightly different. They did not seem as comfortable talking about the results. They were
not as open. After looking at the profile (Appendix G) they decided to discuss the
component that had the largest discrepancy, instructional presentation. On the coteaching rating scale profile, Josie felt they were at the beginning stage, and Sue felt they
were at the high end of the compromising stage. They decided they wanted to try and
improve their achievements in this component. It seemed that Josie had predetermined
that she wanted to work on this component and Sue just seemed to go along. We talked
about the five different variations of co-teaching (Cook and Friend, 1996). They decided
they would like to look at tag team teaching. During this meeting they did not really
discuss the profile much. They did not discuss why they thought they saw things
differently. They complained about their situation and then just picked this component
on which to focus. It did not appear that they reflected much on what they had been
doing, they were just moving ahead to try something new. However, it was great to see
that they wanted to improve in an area. We then set up a time to plan a tag team lesson.
In the End

I think the CtRS helped these pairs in many ways. It allowed them to critically
view what they do instead ofjust carrying on day after day. It gave them time to focus on
co-teaching and allowed them to share what they thought and compare it with their
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partner' s thoughts. With open communication, honesty and trust, they were able to
respect each other's opinions and come together to improve what they were doing.
Overall I think both pairs were successful in improving their co-teaching. Babs
and Dorothy are planning to change many things and are becoming more of a two-person
team instead of one lead one follow. Josie and Sue tried a new way to present a lesson.
The experience helped both pairs to improve in different ways.
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CHAPTER 5

- DISCUSSION

lbrough this research I have learned a great deal about how to make a co-teaching
situation work and also how to help others. It is very complex. It is very new to many
people and most are unsure of how to make it successful. Much of it is just theory that
some are trying to implement. Hopefully over time it will become more and more
accepted and utilized to implement special education services.
After using the CtRS with two pairs of co-teachers there is one recommendation I
would make to others who use it. I think that the CtRs helped one pair more because they
took the time to discuss the results. The other pair did not do this, and I think it would
have benefited them more if they had. Before making a change, the one pair shared with
each other what they were seeing and they really listened to each other. They went as far
as to come together to actually define what they thought co-teaching should be for the
two of them. Then they discussed things they would like to change. I think their
relationship changed and they will continue to look at what they do together and how
they can make it better. The other pair did change one component and did it well, but I
do not think it had the lasting effect it did on the pair that discussed the results. If that
pair had discussed the CtRS and why they saw things they way they did, I think it would
have helped them improve for the future not just one lesson. In the future I would try to
have teachers discuss each component on the profile and why they see things the way
they do.
The rating scale itself was organized well, but I wonder if the teacher responses
should be on a four point scale instead of a three point scale. With a three point scale or
an odd point scale it seems that if unsure, people tend to pick the middle one. It is much
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easier to just go with the middle one and the high and low points are seen more as
extremes in both directions. With a four point scale there is no middle and they will have
to lean one way or the other. The three answers are currently available are: rarely,
sometimes and usually. They could add never or always. I wonder how the results may
have been different with his change.
Another aspect I had not considered before this research was my background and
knowledge. The teachers said it was nice to have someone who knew what they were
talking about to facilitate discussions. I am not sure how co-teachers would react to
completing and working with the CtRS by themselves or with someone without the
experience and knowledge of co-teaching. Part of the success I found was because they
felt I understood them, and they trusted me. I also observed them many times and talked
with them many times, so they felt I had a vested interest in helping them. I think
someone who is seen as knowledgeable or experienced in co-teaching can best use the
CtRS as a tool to improve co-teaching.
As mentioned in my literature review, this also made me further consider the issue
of common philosophy. I think this also played a part in Babs and Dorothy finding more
success than Josie and Sue. I did not measure this in any way, but it just seemed that
Babs and Dorothy understood each other far better. Josie and Sue just did not seem to
understand each other: they seemed to be at different places with things. During one of
my observations of Josie and Sue, they had students looking at historical documents and
completing a chart. Josie was asking students to examine the document and asking them
to explain their thoughts and asking them "why" questions. She was questioning for
understanding. Meanwhile, Sue was checking to make sure the students understood the
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mechanics of how to fill out the chart about the documents. Both are important, but I do
not think they understood what the other was doing. Sue thought Josie should be making
sure the students could fill out the chart and Josie thought Sue should be having the
students look more critically at the documents. I wonder if common teaching philosophy
has been more fully explored in reference to successful co-teaching. I also wonder if
there is a way to look at teaching philosophy as a way to pair co-teachers.
Another issue that that surfaced during both my work with co-teachers and also in
my literature review, was administrative support. Neither pair of co-teachers really felt
they were supported at a building level or district level. I wonder if this is because many
administrators have not had a chance to experience co-teaching and may be unaware of
how to support it. I also wonder if this will change as more and more teachers with coteaching experience become administrators.
To improve co-teaching I think it would be interesting to research how to bring
about change in working relationships. I felt as though the relationship of the two people
was very important in this co-teaching endeavor. Co-teaching does not seem to be
something you can just throw two people into and expect it to work. I wonder if having
someone who is an expert in working relationships would bring more insight into helping
co-teachers.
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APPENDIX A

Name of Responder_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Co-teaching Panner - -- - - - -- -

Date--- - - --

Subject _ _ __ _

The Co-teaching Rating Scale
Regular Education Teacher Format
Respond to each question below by circling the number that best describes your viewpoint:

1: Least like me

2: Somewhat like me

3: Most like me

I can easily read the coaverbal cues of my co-teaching partner.
Both teachers moving freely about the space in the
co-taught classroom.
3. My co-teacher understands the cnrriculum standards with respect to
the content area in the co-taught classroom.
~- Both teachers in the co-taught classroom agree on the
goals of the co-taught classroom.
5. Planning can be spontaneous, with changes OCX'Ulring during
the instructional lesson.
6. My co-teaching partner often presents lessons in' the
co-taught class.
7. Classroom rules and routines have been jointly developed.
8. Many measures are used for grading students.
9. Humor is often used in the classroom.
10. All materials are shared in t"'e classroom.
II. The special educator is familiar with the methods and materials v.ith
respect to this coawn area.
12. Modifications of goals for stUdents with spec]al needs are
fully incorporated into this class.
13. Planning for classes is the shattd responsibility of both teachers.
1 ~. The •chalk• passes freely between the two teachers.
15. A variety of classroom management techniques are utilized
to enhance learning of all studems.
16. Test modifications are commonpjace.
17. Commwtication is open and honest.
18. There is Ouid positioning of teachers in the classroom.
19 . I am confident of the special educator's knowledge of
the curriculmn content.
20. Studem~ ot:;ectives are incorporated into the

1.
2.

classroom curriculum.
21. Time is allotted (or found) for common planning.
22. Students accept bodl t.eachc:rs as equal pumers in the
lear.ung process.
23. Behavior management is the shared responsibility ofboth
teachers.
H . Goals and objectives in IEPs are considered as pan of
the gradi.ng for studems with special needs.

C Gately and Gately. 2000
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Name of Responder_ _ __ _ _ _ __
Co-teaching Partner------- -

Date---- - - Subject _ _ _ __

The Co-teaching Rating Scale
Special Education Teacher Format
Respond to each question below by circling the number that best describes your viewpoint:
l : Least like me

2 : Somewhat l.i.ke me

I can easily read the nonverbal cues of my co-teaching partner.
I feel comfortable moving freely about the space in the
co-tauglu classroom.
3. I understand the curriculum standards with respect to
the content area in the co-taught classroom..
~- Both teachers in the co-taught classroom agree on the
goals of the co-taught classroom.
S. Planning can be spontaneous, with changes occurring during
the instructional lesson.
6. I often present lessons in the co-taught class.
7. Classroom rules and routines have been jointly developed
8. Many measures are used for grading students.
9. Humor is often used in the classroom.
10. All materials are shared in the classroom..
11. I am familiar with the methods and materials with
respect to this contenr area
12. Modificaoons of goals for students with special needs are
incorporated into this class.
13. Planning for classes is the shared responsibility of both reachers.
14. The ~chal.k" pwes freely between the two teachers.
15. A variety of classroom management techniques are utilized
to enhance learning of all studenls.
16. Test modifications are commonplace.
17. Commwtication is open and honest.
18. There is fluid positioning ofteacbcrs in the classroom.
19. 1 feel confident in my knowledge of the curriculum content
20. Srudenl~ntered objectives are incorporaled into the

3 : Most like me

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

I
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

1

2

3

2
2
2

3
3

1.
2.

classroom curriculum

21 . Time is allotted (or found) for common planning.
22. Students accept both te3Chers as equal partners in the
learning~.

23. Behavior management is the shared responsibility of both
teachers.
2~. Goals and objectives in IEPs are considered as pan of
the grading for studerus with spcctal needs.

.C Gately and Gately, 2000
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APPENDIX

B

The Co-teaching Rating Scale
Transcribe each of t he 't'Cllues for the question numbers ~ low . 'Then add t he columns.
Interpersonal Communication
1.

Physical Arrangement

Familiarity with Cur r iculum

3.

2.

9.
17.

10.

11.

18.

19.

Total

Total

Total

Curriculum Gaols/ Modif ication

4.

12.
20.
Total

Classroom Management

7.
15.
23.
Total

Instructional Planning

In::>-tructional Presentation

6.
14.

5.
13.
21.
Tota l

22.
Total

Assessment

8.
16.
24.
Total

Plot the totals for each component on t he Co-teaching Rating Scale Profile .

C Gately and Gately, 2000

Co-teaching Rating Scale Profile
~me

Date__________________

__________________

Interpersonal Communication
Physical Arrangement

~

""0

Familiarity with Curriculum

tT1

sx

Curriculum Goals/Modifications

()

Instructional Planning
Instructional Presentation
Classroom Management
Assessment
3
Beginning

e Gately and Gatety. 2000

4

5

6
Compromising

7

8

9

Collaborating

~

00
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APPENDIX D

One Teach, One Assist

Description
One teacher teaches the content of the lesson while the other teacher observes students as
they respond to information and engage in work. Teachers decide in advance what type
of informatio n they desire to know, and analyze this data together after class.

Disadvantages

Advantages
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides a systematic observation/data
collection system
Opportunity to switch roles
Facilitates individual assistance to
students
Allows teachers to gauge student
engagement and learning
Allows teachers to give peer feedback
to each other
Maximizes opportunities for student
learning

•

May evolve into fixed (unequal) roles

Possible Option When ..•

•

The semester starts
Cv- Teachers initially want to get to know each other' s style
.~ 5pecial educator may feel comfortable with this model as s/he acclimatizes to the
content-level demands of the general ed. curriculum and classroom environment

I
I

~ Other Considerations

';

Possible Classroom Configuration

I

!•
I

Ca..1 be used anytime

cO

Q

DOODDOODD,
DDDDDDC:l>DD
D>DDDD>DO>DD

DDDOOCPDD

Source: Fnend, M. & Cook. L. ( 1996) The Power of 2.
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Station Teaching

Description

1

In this co-teaching approach, teachers divide content and students. Each teacher then
teaches the content to one group and subsequently repeats the instruction for the other
group. If appropriate, a third " station" could give students an o pportunity to work
independently.

Advantages

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Provides an active learning format
Increases small group attention
Encourages cooperation and
independence
Allows strategic grouping
Increases response rate
Teach students with different aptitudes
and learning skills
Utilizes differentiated instruction
May create options for student choice

Disadvanuges

•

•

•
•

Requires careful planning and
preparation
Increases noise level
Requires group and independent work
skills
Several areas need monitored
-simultaneously

P ossible Option When ..•

•

•

Teachers are creative and flexible
Both teachers are comfortable with each other' s styles

Other Considerations

•
•

I

I

i

I

Possible Classroom Coofigur.atioo

I

Can be used anytime
1\~ds

furniture significantly rearranged

crr=p

00

-(CD)
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Paralle l Teaching

I Descriptio n
Teachers divide the class evenly in half. teaching the same content. This allows the
option of sharing or comparing information towards the end of class. thus e~panding the
opportunity to cover more information.

Advantages

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides effective review format
Encourages student responses
Reduces pupil-teacher ratio for group
instruction
Both teachers perceived as equal
Encourages student competition
Accommodates teachers' teaching style
Teachers can "check"
information/content with each other on
the spot

Disadvantages
•
•
•
•
•

May be tricky to coordinate in respect
to time
Requires monitoring of partner pacing
Noise-level needs to be considered in
order to co--ex.ist in the same space
May encourage teacher competition
May be difficult to achieve equal depth
in content coverage

Possible Option When ..•
•
•

Both teachers are comfortable reviewing material covered, preparing to debate,
re...i ewing tests/exams, etc.
A specific teacher needs to work with a student who has significa nt academic· or
behavior needs

Other Considerations

I•

I

Can 0e used anytime

Possible Classroom C onfiguration

6
! OO Q QQ Q OQQO
!l g~~~~~~ ~ Q

,. . ""'o __o _o o o p __o~ _

DODD

I

u

I
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Alternative Teaching

Description
In most class groups, occasions arise in which several students need specialized
instruction. In alternative teaching, one teacher takes responsibility for the large group,
while the ot her works with a smaller group.

Advantages

•
•
•
•
•

•

Facilitates enrichment opportunities
Offers absent students "catch up" time
Keeps individuals and class on pace
Offers time to develop missing skills
Students who are transferred into class
and need to "catch up"
Students who have been absent for a lot
of classes and need to " catch up"

Disadvant2ges

•

•

•
•

May be easy to select same lowachieving students for help
Creates segregated learning
environments
Is a challenge to coordinate
May single out students

Possible Option When .•.

•
•
•
•

At least one teachers is comfortable in this role
Preferably both teachers could rotate
Small group instruction is needed
Periodic checking/organization of notebooks

Other Coosiderations

•

Possible Classroom Configuration

Ii
.

Ca:1 be used anyti me

v
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T earn Teaching

Description

I

I

In this model. both teachers actively deliver the same information at the same time. It is a
very flu id approach to teaching that requires both teachers to be synchronized, but also
somewhat spontaneous in delivery.

Advantages
•
•
•
•
•

•

Creates a " dynamic" classroom
Multiple interpretations are encouraged
and acknowledged
Provides multiple opportunities for
presenting information
Explicitly demonstrates equality in a
collaborative arrangement
Models listening, speaking, and
working collaboratively in a
partnership.
E ncompasses varying approaches

Disadvantages
•

Could be attempted "too early" in
learning team teaching approaches
Both teachers need to prepare
information together and not over rely
on the co-teacher

•

Possible Option When ...
•
•
•
•

Both teachers are equally comfortable and confident in the content area
One teacher is more comfortable in the content area, but the other is willing to
"stretch"
Two teachers have been teaching together for a while
Allo,-..·s creativity and calculated "risk taking"

Other Considerations
•
•

•

Can ce used anytime
Thi5 is the favorite approach of most
teachers, but it usually takes a period of
time :o achieve this level
If a ;~cher needs clarification, or has a
que~on about the information. the
other teacher is able to assist

Possible Cla.ssroom Configuration

I
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APPENDIX E

~· ame

of Respoader
Co-teacb i a~ Partaer

Date

'I .,

'- ~

I

Subject

I

c '1

/ru~'t\1'. {

The Co-ceacbioJIUrinl Scale
Rejular Education Teacher Format
Respond to each questJon below by :IJtlul& the cumber :hat beSt describes your >1ev.-po1Jlt
(C~J· :_·'- _._
':::!X·· ~i1. r ~
--~
L:a.st hke--me
2: Somnlw !ike me
3. ~Ostuu me ~

A1
~

z.

(! 3

0

~

f

~

l .:an e:lSIIy read me aoa-.·e:t:aJ ~ of ray .:~teachlnc ~
Bolh teachen movu11 freely ibou1 the ~ \l1 the
:o-~ug.ht ; La.ssroom.
\1y .:o-teacher ~..nds r.he Cltmculum Nndards ~th ~
r.he ;ontent area Ul r.he :o-!4Uaht classroom.
Botb te.adlen lll the c:o-~uJbt classroom ilf'CC on the
ioaJS of r.he :.o-<au&bl .:lassroom.
Plmmnc.:an be sponcaneous. ~th c:hances OC;urTU!I dunn&
:1\e

~onal

3
to

le:s.son.

F'.i) \ ty co-teacrunc ~cr often prescntJ lessons lll. tbc

1

.:o-uuj.bt .:lass.

G • Classroom rules and rouunes h.lve been JOuWY develapecL
m used for sndinl studen~
U ~ Humor IS vftea l.I..Sed Ul r.he ;Lusroom.
e@ .-\1! rnatenaJs ate sbaRd \l1 :_loe CWsrooiD.
C l J The Speclal educator IS familiar \VIth the methods md !DatcrWs Mth
.:.J 8

\fanv

CD

en~

<D
t
l

I

z
Q)
2

CD
2
2

respect to thu comas area.

) !l~ \!odlficauons of pls for StUde:DtJ \VIth spec1al needs are
"~ fully lllCOI"pprate<i \010 thlS d .a.u.

( Q P'.alu11.a! for classes

,..2

r.hc shared ~GSlbWry ofbor.h ac~
F : _. The • cha!k" pi.S.IeS hely between the ~ 10:hcn.
~ :j
-~ ' anery of .:!.1.uroom mana cement tee~ are ualized
:o cabanc.e !~of all S~Udess.
~ ;6 :'est mod115QOocu ~ eommoapUa.
0 ' ~ Co!Miuruc.auon tS o.,cn aDd boacsl
GU$) There IS Cw4 poGGOIWtl of te~e.bcn t.n the cLassroom.
c r ua a~ntida Q( tbe ~ ecb:atOf' s mowled&c of

<IJ

0 :o

IS

,. :_.

CD
2

SNodcftl~ ~cs ~ ~JSC.Crporaed

uno the

:jnc

:cacne-"1
Goals ind oti,eeuves 1n rEPs are 'o~ u pan of
·.he~~

for st\.IQrms Mtb ~~needs.

Q)
3

tile :umcuJum eoaw1

.;!a.ssroom ~c:Wum.
~
1s alJoa.ed (« (CNDd') for :ommon pWu'w!J.
• • _ ~ cudenu acapl boc.b tat:bcn ~ equ.1 ~ Ul tbc
e.ar.uni ~es.s.
G :J Seia\1or ri'W\aiC!DCDtiS the sbared respor:wblliry of 'ootb

S

Q)

<1)

CD

2

CD

2
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~ ame or Re5pond•r
-..;

L.

~~' ('._, r·-v ~~-L\
<--..J• -

Co- te2cbiag Panner ___/]....
.:::..
~ ....;·'..;.,"'_\-.:,~-...

Dare
Subj~t

12- j 13/o I
0 Jctfh

The C o-tucbiaa Ratina Scale
SpeciaJ Education Te2cber Format

~1 l . I can easlly ~ the oouverbal cues of my co-<acllmg panncr.
0 2. [ feel ..:omfona.bte 1DOVU1i freely iboW !.be space 111 tbe
Co-<4Ughl

..:ia.s.sroom.

C3

I undentmd the cumcuJum staDdard.5 Wlth ~ tO
the ;ootent area 1.n tbe ~t.luibt cl.a.ssrooca
0 • Both ceacben 111 the c~ulht classroom igr"ee on the
ioal.s of tbc co-taugbl cla.ssrooca
t 5 Ptanmng can be spootaneou.s. Mtb chan&e:s occutruli durin&
the Ul.Str'Ucnoc.al lesson.
~ I often ~nt lessons lJ\ the :-o-watu cl.as.s.
G , Classroom rules ind rounne:s h2ve been JQuWY dcvel~ci
n8. ~ ro~ are used for lf1din& students.
~ 9 Humor ts often used 111 tbe ctassrooca
O'il?'. All mateN!s are shared m tbc classroom.
C t 1 I am fanuliar Mth tbe methods and awcna1s Mth
resp:ct co t!us cootau area.
~ \ioditi.caaon.s of ioal.s for stUden1S Wltb specul oeeds are
UlCOrpora.ted llllO t!ns class.
~
Pta.onul& for classes ts the shared respo!Wbility ofbcxh achen.
F1• The •chaik- passes freely between tbc rwo teaeben.
l.!i i 5 A vanety of classroom cnam~mau techmque:s are utilized
to enhance leanuDC of all SIUQmu.

G

~

16 Test

mod:i..Ocauons are commoaplac:e.

,_Jl 7 Commwucacoa t.S opeu md boaal
Thue IS tlwd poslQOIUDC of tea:bcn 111 tbc dassrooca
t feel co~dlmllll my ~Iedet of the cumcuJum conteut.
:; 20 Studl.nl<:CUtcred ~ m tDCOrpnted ~.mo !.be

0a
c~

:,<i)

r!f.
~

:J

cLassroom cwncilum.
allocred (<X fOUDd) for commoo pWmul&.
Scudem ~ boch ~ 61 equaL ~en Lll the
teanunc process.
~baYlor~ IS tbe ~ respons:1btlity ofboch

Time

IS

2

..D

2

G)

2

(f)

Q)

<$
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2

(1)

Sf
2
2
2
2

c~hen.

~ :• Goals 1nd ob)ectJves l.l1 IEPs are ;::()1\Sldered 61 ~Xtt of

11\e

~~

for s~rus wttb spec:tal needs.
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" () 1':

~a me of Responde r_...._ J_G
_·./
_
" _:_
' -......_____
Co-t ~a cbin g

Partner

~""' ~

>..,i {. 01
-/
,, 0

-

Date

1/~/. 0 (

. r
Subject

The Co-teacbiaaiUtina ScaJe
Regular Education Teacbtr Format

ff1£1}1 <; f1
J

Respond to eac:h qucscon below ~ :I.!Clln& the aw:nbcr :.hat best df:scnbe:s your •1~po1nt
' <if d\.\
·· ··,...;. -' !( )
-'~trd lh \
t &a.A IW lAC
2: SeM li.al like ;ae
3. ! h .. liict M ·

t 5.

l -:an ~ly read !be aorr.-ert:l&l cues of ray co-teac:tun& ~cr.
Bot.h teachers movtnl free!)' ibou1 the sp~ee lil tbe
:o-~ug.ht cla.s.sroom.
\1y .:o-teac:!le-r undmwlds the ~nmcu.lum nandards ~th respect to
the content area 1.0 llte ::o-taug.ht classroom.
Bot.b teachers I.Il tbe ~u&ht ci6Slfoorn acr= on tbe
goals of the ~q.bl :l.as.sroom.
Plann.Lng ~ be sponraneous. wtt.b clwlges ocCUl'T'Ulg dl.wl&

\ 6

tile LnSttUCUonal lesson.
\-fy co·tcac:tuna ~er often ~ts les50Q.s u\ tbe

1'\
(; 2.
-=., 3

~•

.:o·tau¢t .:lass.
Classroom :ules and rownes have been JOLmly ~eloped.
8. \fan~· rnea.sures are llSCd for Jrading stUdentS.
Hwnor IS often used IJ\ llte classroom.

~7
·.

~

10 All rnatcnals are

c9

$

~ I.Il :..~ooe c~m.

1 I. The Speclal educalor IS familiar Wtth the methods and matcnaJ.s Wlth
respect to tb1s comcm area.
\) 1~ - \fodukauoru of pjs for StUdents W'lth spe:1al needs ue
fully IJ\c:o rpo rated lillO this cJ.a.ss.
i J P1.1ruu.ag for d as.ses 1s llte shaRd respoi1SlbWty of both teaehcn.
\ : • The •chal.i:" passes freely between the ~ tachen.
~~1 5 -~ ··anety of c~m mana cement te:hmquc:s are uolized
to en.b.ance tearrunc of all ~-

t

\> l ~7 est cnodlficauons are commo~.
f

CD

Co mmurucauoo 1s opm and bonest.

~.· !8 There 1s Qwd poGDOI:Wll of tae.ben ut the classroom.
~ 19 { w coa1ldau q{ tbc ~ eciuator's la!owled&c of
;be cwncu!um comem.

\. :o

Scudcm<etcRd oqecuves are I.IlCOrpon&ed uno llte
~Ja.ssroom cumc:Wum.
:- : ! :-;me 1s 6Lloa.d (or fewld) for ~m.mon pWuu.a~
·, ~:! 5cudcnu ~ bQ(h t.cacbcn as equal ~en lil tbe
' e:ltn.l1l g proc es.s.
r~: : 3e!l.l\10r mazlaiemezn IS the shared respo1Wbll!ry ofboth
Goals and oe,ecuves 1n lEPs ue ;ot\SJCXrcd as pan of
·.he VJ'l1n& for ~

W'1 t.b
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~ame ofRMponder~:.., 1 ~~- - -.---.-,
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Date I SubjKt
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The C~tucbi ng Rating Seale
Special Education Teacher Format

--2

Al . I can easll-y read the nonverbal cues of my co-u:acbing ~·
&2. I feel comfona.ble mOVUlg freely about tbc space II1 the
co-taugbl cla..s.sroom..
I unde:rnmd the cumculum standards with respect to
the content area 111 the co-tauibt classroom..
0•. Both teaebers II1 tbe C()-{4u&ht classroom agree on tbe
goals of tbc C()-{4ugtu classroom.
~ S Planmng can be 5p)nta.neous. Wlth changes occum.ng during
the UlStr'UCOOaal \e550n.
\ 6. I often present lessons in the co-l.al.lgb.l class.
(., 7 Classroom rules and rounnes l\2ve been .JOimly dC'veloped.
~ ~ me:l.SUt'eS are used for grading stUdents..
~ Humor ts ofteu used LD the classroom.
C' IO. .AJl matma.ls are shared in the cWsroom.
_:.11 _ I am familiar Wlth the methods and awerials Wlth
respect co tha contem area.
( 12. ~odi.ficaoons of &oa.ls for StUdcms Wlth specW needs~
LDCOI'p()ra.ted LDlO thls class.
t 13 Ptanmng for classes 1s the shared responsibiliry of both r.eachen.
{ 1-4 The "chalk" ~ freely between the rwo teachers.
0 1~ A vanety of classroom mana~mcru techmques are uulized
to enhance 1ean11n1 of all SD.IQems.
~

2

·3

3

i I_Yest modificauons are .commoapUce.
~
~ 18.

Commuruc:mon IS open md boaesl.
Then: 1s flwd pos1aoo.mc of ce~~:bcrs LD tbe classroom..
c \9 I feel con11dent in my lmowled&e of the cumculum content
20 Srudcm~nteRd ob}ealves ~ IDI:Orponled uno the

o

classroom cumc:Wum.

3

1
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1
l
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1
1
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3
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1
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2

CD
2
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2

£ 2 1. T ime is alloaea ( fX found) for common pWuun&.

2

Scudena at:a1'l bodl tea::hcrs iS equal p~nnen LD the
le31'TW11 ~·
(;:3. BehaVlor ~IS the sbared respoD.SlbiliC:V of both

2

t 22.

p,~ 4

c~hm.

2

Goals and oe,ecoves ll11EPs ~ constdered iS pan of
li\e ~g for studentS Wlth spec1al aeed.s.
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Co-teaching Rating Scale Profile
Name

~olh~ 4- 1?a ~
•

Date

IZ/oJ

~p.o ,tJ &I 'I ~~nef'aJ £4

..._ I

Interpersonal Communication

/

...... 'J
/

Physical Arrangement

'v

f amiliarity with Curriculum
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€3

~

_,.\.It'~

'T1

,

Instructional Planning

....

/

Instructional Presentation

\,.

ll

l r'-

..

... v

Classroom Management

/
Assessment

"
'\..

l

...

~

3
Beginning
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Compromising
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9
Collaborating
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Co-teaching Rating Scale Profile
Date

/ - ~(.{)2

Inter~rso~l~mmu~cahon~) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Physical Arrangement(¥)
~

'"0
'"0

f amiliarity with Curriculun(c9 )

~

;:l

0...

Curriculum Goals/Modificationi1\l

1

1

•

){

1

6
Compromising

7

8

x·
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